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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to exercise equip-
ment and in particular to a weight training device or sys-
tem and related coupling.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Weight training devices are commonly used in
the fitness industry. Devices such as barbells may be
used in a number of different ways in order for an indi-
vidual to exercise particular muscles or muscle groups.
[0003] A common barbell system consists of a metal
bar, one or more sets of disc shaped weight plates and
a set of collars. The weight plates can be slid onto either
end of the metal bar. Collars can then be used to lock
the weight plates to the bar so that they cannot move
during use. Such a system is reliable but it can be time
consuming having to remove a collar from the bar for
each set of plates in order to change the weight plates
that are located on the bar. Such existing systems hence
do not readily lend themselves to situations where people
are exercising as part of a class and are following a pro-
gramme that requires rapid and/or frequent changing in
the weight that they are handling.
[0004] In this specification, where reference has been
made to external sources of information, including patent
specifications and other documents, this is generally for
the purpose of providing a context for discussing the fea-
tures of the present invention. Unless stated otherwise,
reference to such sources of information is not to be con-
strued, in any jurisdiction, as an admission that such
sources of information are prior art or form part of the
common general knowledge in the art.
[0005] For the purposes of this specification, the term
"exercise equipment" shall be construed to mean a gen-
eral term for a wide range of devices suitable for exercise,
fitness, rehabilitation or any other similar activity.
[0006] For the purposes of this specification, the term
"docking assembly" shall be construed to mean a general
term for a wide range of objects that may act as a hub to
dock or receive other objects.
[0007] For the purposes of this specification, the term
"slot" shall be construed to mean a general term for the
space between two arms of any configuration or shape.
[0008] Documents US2007/0161474, US6416446
and US7128696 each disclose a series of slotted
weights, which, when aligned in a base component, are
adapted to receive the end of a grippable handle so as
to be selectively secured or released from the handle
under the action of a rotatable selector mechanism. Doc-
ument US5421797 discloses a bar having, at each end,
a collar adapted to receive a weight. Document
US2006/0073948 discloses an apertured weight plate
with one or more handle regions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide
exercise equipment and/or weight training system which
overcomes or at least partially ameliorates some of the
abovementioned disadvantages or which at least pro-
vides the public with a useful choice.
[0010] It is a further or alternative object of the present
invention to provide an exercising apparatus useable as
if a barbell set where its weight plates can be added for
automatic retention on each end of the bar.
[0011] In a first aspect the present invention consists
in exercise equipment comprising:

a grippable handle at which said exercise equipment
can be lifted by a user,
a docking assembly connected to the grippable han-
dle,
the docking assembly defining a slot in which at least
one weight plate can be removably mounted and
having at least one locking member to lock the at
least one weight plate to the docking assembly once
received at the slot, said slot being defined by arms
(hereinafter "opposed arms") at opposed sides of
the slot,
wherein said at least one locking member is able to
move relative to said opposed arms between a first
locking position, toward which it is biased, and a sec-
ond unlocked position,
and wherein as the weight plate is received by the
slot it pushes against the bias of said locking member
to move the locking member to the unlocked position
momentarily until the weight plate is slid deeper into
the slot and past the locking member, where the lock-
ing member returns under bias to its locking posi-
tion..

[0012] Preferably said exercise equipment further
comprises an elongate bar that defines the grippable
handle.
[0013] Preferably a said docking assembly is engaged
with the bar at each end of the bar.
[0014] Preferably a said docking assembly is engaged
with the bar at each end of the bar in a manner to allow
the at least one weight plate to rotate relative to said bar.
[0015] Preferably a said docking assembly is engaged
with the bar at each end of the bar in manner to allow the
docking assembly to rotate relative to the bar.
[0016] Preferably the exercise equipment also com-
prises at least one weight plate.
[0017] Preferably said at least one weight plate in-
cludes a mounting region by which said weight plate is
capable of being mounted to the docking assembly.
[0018] Preferably the mounting region of said at least
one weight plate is received in the slot of the docking
assembly.
[0019] Preferably the slot is dimensioned to receive
said weight plate at its mounting region in a sliding man-
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ner.
[0020] Preferably the slot is an elongate slot that ex-
tends in a direction parallel to the elongate bar.
[0021] Preferably the mounting region of the weight
plate is defined by a handle that extends in a direction
that substantially bisects the weight plate.
[0022] Preferably the docking assembly defines bear-
ing surfaces at the slot that are at least in part comple-
mentary in shape to at least part of the mounting region
of the weight plate to allow a snug receipt of the weight
plate at the slot of the docking assembly.
[0023] Preferably the at least one locking member ex-
tends partially into the slot from at least one of the op-
posed arms.
[0024] Preferably the at least one locking member ex-
tends partially into the slot from both of the opposed arms.
[0025] Preferably both opposed arms of the docking
assembly carry a plurality of locking members.
[0026] Preferably both arms of the docking assembly
each carry three locking members to define three op-
posed pairs of locking members, each pair cooperating,
in use, to lock a mounting region of a weight plate to the
docking assembly.
[0027] Preferably at least one locking member extends
into the slot more so when in the first locking position
than in the second unlocked position.
[0028] Preferably at least one locking member can
move between the first locking position wherein said at
least one locking member extends at least partially into
the slot and the second unlocked position wherein the at
least one locking member is at least partially retracted
into a respective arm of said opposed arms.
[0029] Preferably said at least one locking member is
pivotally mounted to rotate about a pivot axis relative to
said slot such that each locking member can pivot be-
tween the first locking position and the second unlocked
position.
[0030] Preferably said at least one locking member is
pivotally mounted to rotate about a pivot axis relative to
said slot such that each locking member can pivot be-
tween a first weight plate locking position holding said
weight plate to said docking member and the second
weight plate unlocked position allowing said weight plate
to be removed from the docking member.
[0031] Preferably a torsion spring is associated with
each locking member and biases each locking member
to the first locking position.
[0032] Preferably a plurality of weight plates can be
sequentially received at the slot of the docking assembly,
each weight plate being locked in place by a pair of lock-
ing members.
[0033] Preferably the at least one locking member is
moveable or freed to be able to be moved by manipulation
of an actuator.
[0034] Preferably the actuator has a translating cam
profile corresponding with the or each locking member,
the translating cam profile bearing against a follower of
the locking member such that linear movement of the

actuator causes the locking member to pivot about its
pivot axis as the follower is moved by the translating cam
profile.
[0035] Preferably the actuator is moved by a release
catch, the catch able to be pulled away from the docking
assembly to thereby retract or allow retraction of the lock-
ing members.
[0036] Preferably the release catch is biased for move-
ment toward the docking assembly.
[0037] Preferably the docking assembly can receive a
plurality of weight plates.
[0038] Preferably the plurality of weight plates each
have identical mounting regions.
[0039] Preferably the plurality of weight plates are able
to be held by the docking assembly in a contiguous man-
ner.
[0040] Preferably when held by the docking assembly
the plane of the plurality of weight plates is substantially
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the grippable
handle.
[0041] Preferably the plurality of weight plates can be
kept in alignment when held by the docking assembly as
they are positioned against one another.
[0042] Preferably each weight plate has at least one
support face on each of its sides, each support face po-
sitioned to butt against the support face of like, adjacent
weight plates to maintain the pitch of the weight plates
when a plurality of weight plates are positioned adjacent
one another at the docking assembly.
[0043] Preferably each weight plate has at least one
outer gripping region.
[0044] Preferably said at least one outer gripping re-
gion comprises two diametrically opposed openings in
each weight plate that define handles with and at the
perimeter of the weight plate for gripping by a user in use.
[0045] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in weight training system comprising:

a plurality of weight plates,
an elongate bar,
a docking assembly at each end of the elongate bar,
each docking assembly able to receive and hold at
least one of said plurality of weight plates,
wherein each docking assembly defines a slot at
which at least one of said plurality of weight plates
can be removably mounted, and
wherein each docking assembly has at least one
locking member to lock the at least one weight plate
to the docking assembly when received in the slot.

[0046] Preferably said elongate bar defines a grippable
handle.
[0047] Preferably a docking assembly is engaged with
the bar at each end of the bar in a manner to allow the
at least one weight plate to rotate relative to said bar.
[0048] Alternatively a docking assembly is engaged
with the bar at each end of the bar in manner to allow the
docking assembly to rotate relative to the bar.
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[0049] Preferably each weight plate includes a mount-
ing region at which it is mounted to said docking assem-
bly.
[0050] Preferably the mounting region of each weight
plate can be removably received at the slot of the docking
assembly.
[0051] Preferably the slot is dimensioned to receive at
least one weight plate at its mounting region in a sliding
manner.
[0052] Preferably the sliding manner is in a direction
parallel to the axis of the elongate bar.
[0053] Preferably the mounting region of the weight
plate is defined by a handle that extends in a direction
that substantially bisects the weight plate.
[0054] Preferably the docking assembly defines bear-
ing surfaces at said slot that are at least in part comple-
mentary in shape to at least part of the mounting region
of the weight plate to allow a snug receipt of the weight
plate at the slot.
[0055] Preferably the at least one locking member ex-
tends partially into the slot from at least one of two op-
posed arms between which said slot extends, of said
docking assembly.
[0056] Preferably at least one said locking member ex-
tends partially into the slot from two opposed arms be-
tween which said slot extends, of said docking assembly.
[0057] Preferably both opposed arms of the docking
assembly carry a plurality of locking members.
[0058] Preferably both opposed arms of the docking
assembly each carry three locking members to define
three opposed pairs of locking members, each pair co-
operating, in use, to lock the mounting region of a weight
plate to the docking assembly.
[0059] Preferably the locking members are able to
move between a first locking position and a second un-
locked position.
[0060] Preferably each locking member extends par-
tially into the slot when in the first locking position and
are retracted into the docking assembly in the second
unlocked position.
[0061] Preferably each locking member is pivotable
about a pivot axis and is pivotally mounted to the housing
of the docking assembly such that it can pivot between
the first locking position and the second unlocked posi-
tion.
[0062] Preferably each locking member is biased to
the first locking position.
[0063] Preferably a torsion spring is associated with
each locking member and biases it to the first locking
position.
[0064] Preferably as a weight plate is received by the
slot it may push against the bias of the locking member
so that the locking member pivots toward the unlocked
position momentarily until the weight plate is slid deeper
into the slot and past the locking member.
[0065] Preferably a plurality of weight plates may be
sequentially received by the docking assembly at the slot,
each weight plate being locked in place by a pair of lock-

ing members carried by opposed arms of the docking
member between which the slot is located.
[0066] Preferably the locking members are moveable
by manipulation of an actuator.
[0067] Preferably the actuator has a translating cam
profile corresponding with each locking member; the
translating cam profile bears against a follower of the
locking member such that linear movement of the actu-
ator causes the locking member to pivot about its pivot
axis as the follower is moved by the translating cam pro-
file.
[0068] Preferably the actuator can by moved by a re-
lease catch, the catch being pulled away from the docking
assembly to retract the locking members.
[0069] Preferably the release catch is biased toward
the docking assembly.
[0070] Preferably the plurality of weight plates have
identical mounting regions.
[0071] Preferably the plurality of weight plates are held
by the docking assembly in a manner contiguous or
stacked adjacent each other.
[0072] Preferably when held on the docking assembly
the plane of each weight plate is substantially perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal axis of the bar.
[0073] Preferably each weight plate has at least one
support face on each of its sides, each support face po-
sitioned to butt against the support face of like, adjacent
weight plates to maintain a pitch of the weight plates when
a plurality of weight plates are positioned adjacent one
another at the docking assembly.
[0074] Preferably each weight plate has at least one
outer gripping region.
[0075] Preferably said at least one outer gripping re-
gion is defined by two openings one on each side of the
mounting region and the perimeter of the plate to form
handles for gripping by a user in use at the perimeter of
the plate.
[0076] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in a docking assembly for mounting at least one
weight plate thereto, the docking assembly comprising
or including:

a pair of opposed arms which define a slot at which
said at least one weight plate can be removably
mounted,
wherein the docking assembly has at least one lock-
ing member to lock said at least one weight plate to
the docking assembly when received in the slot.

[0077] Preferably the weight plate includes a mounting
region at which it can be mounted to the docking assem-
bly.
[0078] Preferably the mounting region of each weight
plate is received at the slot of the docking assembly.
[0079] Preferably the slot is dimensioned to receive at
least one weight plate at its mounting region in a sliding
manner.
[0080] Preferably the mounting region of the weight
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plate is defined by a handle that extends in a direction
that substantially bisects the weight plate.
[0081] Preferably the slot has bearing surfaces that are
at least in part complementary in shape to at least part
of the mounting region of the weight plate to allow a snug
receipt of the weight plate into the slot of the docking
assembly.
[0082] Preferably the docking assembly has at least
one locking member that extends partially into the slot
from either arm of the docking assembly.
[0083] Preferably the docking assembly has at least
one locking member that extends partially into the slot
from both arms of the docking assembly.
[0084] Preferably both opposed arms of the docking
assembly carry a plurality of locking members.
[0085] Preferably both opposed arms of the docking
assembly each carry three locking members to define
three opposed pairs of locking members, each pair co-
operating, in use, to lock the mounting region of a weight
plate to the docking assembly.
[0086] Preferably the locking members are able to
move between a first locking position and a second un-
locked position relative said arms.
[0087] Preferably each locking member extends par-
tially into the slot when in the first locking position and
are retracted into the arms of the docking assembly in
the second unlocked position.
[0088] Preferably each locking member is pivotable
about a pivot axis and is pivotally mounted to the housing
of the docking assembly such that it can pivot between
the first locking position and the second unlocked posi-
tion.
[0089] Preferably the locking members are biased to
the first locking position.
[0090] Preferably a torsion spring associated with each
locking member biases it to the first locking position.
[0091] Preferably as a weight plate is received by at
slot it may push against the bias of the locking member
so that the locking member pivots to the unlocked position
momentarily until the weight plate is slid deeper into the
slot and past the locking member.
[0092] Preferably a plurality of weight plates may be
sequentially received at the slot, each weight plate being
locked in place by a pair of locking members carried by
the opposed arms.
[0093] Preferably the locking members are moveable
by manipulation of an actuator.
[0094] Preferably the actuator has a translating cam
profile corresponding with each locking member; the
translating cam profile bears against a follower of the
locking member such that linear movement of the actu-
ator causes the locking member to pivot about its pivot
axis as the follower is moved by the translating cam pro-
file.
[0095] Preferably the actuator can by moved by a re-
lease catch, the catch being pulled away from the docking
assembly to retract the locking members.
[0096] Preferably the release catch is biased toward

the docking assembly.
[0097] Preferably the docking assembly can receive a
plurality of weight plates.
[0098] Preferably the plurality of weight plates have
identical mounting regions.
[0099] Preferably the plurality of weight plates are held
on the docking assembly in a contiguous or abutting man-
ner.
[0100] Preferably each weight plate has at least one
support face on each of its sides, the support face posi-
tioned to but against the support face of like, adjacent
weight plates to maintain a pitch of the weight plates when
a plurality of weight plates are positioned adjacent one
another on said docking assembly.
[0101] Preferably each weight plate has at least one
outer gripping region.
[0102] Preferably said at least one outer gripping re-
gion defined by at least one aperture through said weight
plate at and with said perimeter of the weight plate.
[0103] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in a weight training device assembly, or kit set there
for, where at each end region of its bar, or bar assembly
("bar"), there are outwardly extending formations be-
tween which mounting regions of each weight plate can
be brought to be retained or docked by a locking member
or locking members deployed by a bias and shaped and
adapted to prevent removal of the weight plate outwardly
of the bar and formations, such locking member(s) able
to be moved to a less deployed condition to allow removal
of the weight plate from the bar and formations.
[0104] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in An exercising apparatus having two weight plate
docking assemblies, one at each end of the "bar" (or its
equivalent), and each to provide a docking region for part
of each of a plurality of complementary weight plates,
each weight plate, able to be locked (preferably individ-
ually) to the docking assembly.
[0105] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in an assembly or a kit set for an exercising appa-
ratus in the form of:

a bar, and
a bifurcated assembly supported at each end of the
bar, each such assembly being adapted to engage
one or more complementary weight plates.

[0106] Preferably each bifurcated assembly includes
plural locking members, one from each part of the bifur-
cation, each adapted to prevent, when the locking mem-
bers are deployed, weight plate removal or loss.
[0107] Preferably there is a bank of locking members
positioned on one or both arms of the bifurcations.
[0108] Preferably the locking members can be paired
across the gap, or staggered.
[0109] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in exercising apparatus in combination with or car-
rying at least one weight plate.
[0110] Preferably the weight plate includes a mounting
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region by which it is capable of being mounted to the
docking assembly.
[0111] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in a set of weight plates each of a different weight
ranging between 1kg and 12 kg, said weight plates in-
cluding a central mounting region by which each weight
plate can be mounted to a docking assembly of a weight
bar in a manner to allow the weight plate or plates so
mounted to freewheel about an axis coincident with the
axis of the weight bar, the weight distribution of at least
one weight in the set of weight plates being such that it
will bias, under the influence of gravity, the rotation of
that weight plate towards one orientation about the axis.
[0112] Preferably each weight plate in said set of
weight plates are substantially square or four sided in
shape the sides being straight or curved.
[0113] Preferably at least the heaviest and preferably
each weight plate in said set is non-circular in perimeter
shape.
[0114] Preferably each weight plate is a multifaceted
perimeter shape (preferably a polygonal and preferably
4 sides) each face being one selected from a straight
side or curved side.
[0115] Preferably each weight plate is of a different
plan shape.
[0116] Preferably each weight plate can be secured in
a rotationally fixed manner to said docking assembly.
[0117] Preferably the docking assembly is according
to claims 70 to 96.
[0118] Preferably the docking assembly is engaged to
a weight bar that can be grasped by a user, at least one
of the bar and the docking assembly and the both the
assembly of the docking assembly and bar being such
that the docking assembly can rotate about said axis rel-
ative to the grasped portion of the weight bar.
[0119] Preferably the at least one weight plate having
said weight distribution can, in use cause the docking
assembly to rotate, thereby also rotating any other of the
weight plates mounted to said mounting assembly.
[0120] Preferably said weight distribution of at least
one weight in the set of weight plates is such that it will
bias the rotation of that weight plate such that weight
plate will return to a rotational position where one of said
straight sides is parallel to the floor.
[0121] Preferably the weight distribution to bias said
rotation is affected by a variation in weight distribution of
the plate at or near the perimeter of the plate.
[0122] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in exercise equipment comprising:

a weight bar,
a set of weight plates each of a different weight rang-
ing between 1kg and 12 kg, said weight plates in-
cluding a central mounting region by which each
weight plate can be mounted to the end of said weight
bar,
wherein at least one weight plate of the set includes
an aperture there through at and proximate the pe-

rimeter of the plate so as to define together with and
at the perimeter of the plate a handle to allow the
plate to be grasped by a user to lift the plate and the
end of the bar at which said plate may be mounted.

[0123] Preferably each weight plate is also of a differ-
ent plan shape.
[0124] Preferably each weight plate is of a round or
multifaceted perimeter shape.
[0125] Preferably each weight plate has a notional out-
er diameter (irrespective of whether the perimeter or the
weight plate is round or not) within which the weight plate
extends.
[0126] Preferably each weight plate is shaped and con-
figured such that when a plurality of said weight plates
are mounted, in a stacked manner adjacent each other,
the so mounted weight plate having the largest notional
outer diameter presents its handle in a manner graspable
by the user without the aperture of the weight plate being
fully obstructed by an adjacent weight plate of the stack.
[0127] Preferably the at least one locking member is a
toothed rack, where each tooth is moveable by a weight
plate to allow a loading of the weight plate onto the dock-
ing assembly and each tooth can prevent unloading of
the weight plate.
[0128] Preferably said toothed rack is shaped and con-
figured so that each lock captures only one weight plate.
[0129] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in a mount for releasably securing at least two weight
plates to a weight plate lifting bar comprising:

a jaw defining member engaged or engageable to
said bar and that can serially receive a mounting
portion of each at least two weight plates, and
a plurality of locking members moveably mounted
by said jaw defining member in a manner to allow
loading of said weight plates yet selectively capture
said weight plates to said jaw defining member.

[0130] Preferably said plurality of locking members are
presented as an array of movable teeth wherein between
each adjacent pair of teeth of said array, one (and pref-
erably only one) of said mounting portion can be located
for weight plate capture to said jaw defining member by
said pair of teeth.
[0131] Preferably said locking members are moveable,
during loading of a said weight plate to said jaw defining
member, by said weight plate.
[0132] Preferably said locking members are (a) move-
able, during loading of a said weight plate to said jaw
defining member, by said weight plate and (b) configured
to be in a state immovable by said weight plate once
loaded.
[0133] Preferably said locking members are config-
ured to be in a state immovable by at least one selected
from (i) a movement lock operative on the locking mem-
bers that selectively prevents their movement and (ii) the
shape of the locking members.
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[0134] Preferably said locking members are presented
to act in a ratchet like manner with said mounting portion.
[0135] Preferably the shape of the locking members
only, prevents their movement by said weight plate once
a weight plate is loaded, there being an actuator to move
said locking members to allow said weight plate to be
freed from capture.
[0136] In a further aspect the present invention con-
sists in an exercise system comprising at least two weight
plates and a weight plate lifting bar wherein secured to
said lifting bar is a jaw defining member engaged or en-
gageable to said bar and that that can serially receive a
mounting portion of each at least two weight plates and
wherein a plurality of locking members are moveably
mounted by said jaw defining member in a manner to
allow loading of said weight plates yet selectively capture
said weight plates to said jaw defining member.
[0137] As used herein "bifurcated" does not rule out
more than two regions of the assembly between which
a region of a weight plate is to be positionable.
[0138] In another aspect the present invention consists
in a docking assembly for use with the exercise equip-
ment /weight training system as herein before described.
[0139] In another aspect the present invention consists
in a weight plate for use with the exercise equip-
ment/weight training system as herein before described.
[0140] In another aspect the present invention consists
in a docking assembly as hereinbefore described with
reference to any one or more of the accompanying draw-
ings.
[0141] In another aspect the present invention consists
in a weight plate as hereinbefore described with refer-
ence to any one or more of the accompanying drawings.
[0142] Other aspects of the invention may become ap-
parent from the following description which is given by
way of example only and with reference to the accom-
panying drawings.
[0143] As used herein the term "and/or" means "and"
or "or", or both.
[0144] As used herein "(s)" following a noun means the
plural and/or singular forms of the noun.
[0145] The term "comprising" as used in this specifi-
cation means "consisting at least in part of". When inter-
preting statements in this specification which include that
term, the features, prefaced by that term in each state-
ment, all need to be present but other features can also
be present. Related terms such as "comprise" and "com-
prised" are to be interpreted in the same manner.
[0146] To those skilled in the art to which the invention
relates, many changes in construction and widely differ-
ing embodiments and applications of the invention will
suggest themselves without departing from the scope of
the invention as defined in the appended claims. The
disclosures and the descriptions herein are purely illus-
trative and are not intended to be in any sense limiting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0147] The invention will now be described by way of
example only and with reference to the drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a weight training device with weight
plates attached thereto.
Figure 2 shows the weight training device of Figure
1 without weight plates.
Figure 3 shows a plan view of the weight training
device of Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows a side view of the weight training
device of Figure 2.
Figure 5 shows an end view of the weight training
device of Figure 2.
Figure 6 shows a plan view of the weight training
device of Figure 2 and shows the location of the cross
section A-A.
Figure 7 shows the cross section A-A of Figure 6.
Figure 8 shows a cross section view of a docking
assembly with three weight plates locked to the dock-
ing assembly by the locking members.
Figure 9 shows a cross section view of a docking
assembly with the locking members in the second,
unlocked position so that the three weight plates may
be removed from the slot of the docking assembly.
Figure 10 shows an exploded view of the assembly
of the upper arm of the docking assembly.
Figure 11 shows an exploded view of the assemblies
of both the upper and lower arms of the docking as-
sembly.
Figure 12 shows a plan view of a docking assembly
for a weight training device with the locking members
in the locked position and shows the location of the
cross section B-B.
Figure 13 shows a side view of the docking assembly
of Figure 12.
Figure 14 shows the cross section B-B of Figure 12.
Figure 15 shows a plan view of a docking assembly
for a weight training device with the locking members
in the unlocked position and shows the location of
the cross section C-C.
Figure 16 shows a side view of the docking assembly
of Figure 15.
Figure 17 shows the cross section C-C of Figure 15.
Figure 18 shows an exploded view of the bar as-
sembly.
Figure 19 shows a perspective view of the bar as-
sembly.
Figure 20 shows a top view of the bar assembly and
shows the location of the cross section D-D.
Figure 21 shows the cross section D-D of Figure 20.
Figure 22 shows an exploded view of the weight
training device assembly.
Figure 23 shows an exploded view of a weight plate
assembly.
Figure 24 shows a first size of weight plate suitable
for use with the weight training device of the present
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invention and shows the location of the cross section
E-E.
Figure 25 shows the cross section E-E of Figure 24.
Figure 26 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 24.
Figure 27 shows a second size of weight plate suit-
able for use with the weight training device of the
present invention and shows the location of the cross
section F-F.
Figure 28 shows the cross section F-F of Figure 27.
Figure 29 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 27.
Figure 30 shows a third size of weight plate suitable
for use with the weight training device of the present
invention and shows the location of the cross section
G-G.
Figure 31 shows the cross section G-G of Figure 30.
Figure 32 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 30.
Figure 33 shows a fourth size of weight plate suitable
for use with the weight training device of the present
invention and shows the location of the cross section
H-H.
Figure 34 shows the cross section H-H of Figure 32.
Figure 35 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 32.
Figure 36 shows an exploded view of a second pre-
ferred embodiment of a weight training device.
Figure 37 shows a side view of a stack of four weight
plates that may be used with a weight training device
of the present invention.
Figure 38 shows a perspective view of the stack of
four weight plates of Figure 37.
Figure 39 shows a plan view of the stack of four
weight plates of Figure 37.
Figure 40 shows a cross sectional view through I-I
in Figure 39 of the stacked weight plates.
Figure 41 shows a plan view of a second embodi-
ment of a 1 kg weight plate capable of use with the
weight training device of the present invention.
Figure 42 shows a cross-sectional view of the weight
plate through J-J of Figure 41.
Figure 43 shows a side view of the weight plate of
Figure 41.
Figure 44 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 41.
Figure 45 shows a plan view of a second embodi-
ment of a 2.5kg weight plate capable of use with the
weight training device of the present invention.
Figure 46 shows a cross-sectional view of the weight
plate through K-K of Figure 45.
Figure 47 shows a side view of the weight plate of
Figure 45.
Figure 48 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 45.
Figure 49 shows a plan view of a second embodi-
ment of a 5kg weight plate capable of use with the
weight training device of the present invention.

Figure 50 shows a cross-sectional view of the weight
plate through L-L of Figure 49.
Figure 51 shows a side view of the weight plate of
Figure 49.
Figure 52 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 49.
Figure 53 shows a plan view of a second embodi-
ment of a 5kg weight plate capable of use with the
weight training device of the present invention.
Figure 54 shows a cross-sectional view of the weight
plate through M-M of Figure 53.
Figure 55 shows a side view of the weight plate of
Figure 53.
Figure 56 shows a perspective view of the weight
plate of Figure 53.
Figure 57 shows a perspective view of an assem-
bled weight training device.
Figure 58 shows a plan view of the assembled de-
vice of Figure 57.
Figure 59 shows an alternative embodiment of a
docking assembly that may be used with the weight
training system of the present invention.
Figure 60 shows yet another alternative embodi-
ment of a docking assembly with locking members.
Figure 61 shows an illustration of a weight plate for
use with the docking assembly of Figure 60.
Figure 62 shows the docking assembly of Figure 60
in use with two weight plates having been slid onto
the docking assembly.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0148] A weight training device 1 of the present inven-
tion is shown with reference to Figure 1. The weight train-
ing device 1 is shown with weight plates 2 attached to
docking assemblies 3. The docking assemblies 3 act as
hubs for the weight plates 2 to be docked to. A user of
the weight training device 1 may grip the weight training
device 1 at a grippable region 4. In the preferred embod-
iment the grippable region 4 is a part of a bar 5.
[0149] The weight training device 1 may be adapted
to allow for one or more weight plates 2 to be mounted
at either end of the bar 5. This allows for the user of the
weight training device 1 to vary the amount of weight
carried by the bar 5 in accordance with their exercise
regime. The docking assemblies 3 connected to either
end of the bar 5 are designed to allow for quick attach-
ment and detachment of the weight plates to allow a user
to adjust the weight carried by the bar quickly and easily.

Docking Assembly

[0150] A weight training device 1 with no weights plates
attached thereto is shown with reference to Figures 2 to
6. In the preferred embodiment, the weight training de-
vice 1 has a docking assembly or mount 3 attached to
either end of the bar 5. Alternatively, a weight training
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device 1 may be provided with a single docking assembly
or more than two docking assemblies.
[0151] The docking assemblies 3 are preferably a bi-
furcated assembly having upper and lower arms 6 and
7 respectively. The upper and lower arms are outwardly
extending formations that define a slot 8 that extends into
the docking assembly 3. The slot 8 is provided to receive
the mounting region 12 of a weight plate 2. The slot 8 is
suitably dimensioned to receive multiple weight plates 2
to dock the weight plates 2 to the docking assembly. In
the most preferred embodiment of the invention, the slot
8 receives up to three weight plates 2.
[0152] Locking members 10 are preferably provided
from the upper arm 6 and the lower arm 7. The locking
members are pivotally mounted to their respective arms
and are able to pivot about pivots 11. The locking mem-
bers 10 are able to capture a weight plate 2 inside the
slot 8 as shown in Figure 8. The locking members are
moveable between two positions, a first locking position
(as shown in Figure 7 and 8) and a second unlocked
position (as shown in Figure 9). When in the first locking
position, a weight plate cannot be released from the slot
8. However, if no weight plates have been slid onto the
docking assembly, a weight plate can be pushed over
the locking members 10 and captured in the docking as-
sembly by each respective locking member the plate is
slid over. When in the second unlocked position, the lock-
ing members 10 are retracted substantially inside their
respective arms so that the mounting region 12 of the
weight plate 2 can be released from the slot 8 to allow
removal of the weight plate 2 from the docking assembly
3.
[0153] The locking members 10 are biased to the first
locking position as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Preferably
a torsion spring 13 (see Figure 10) is provided to bias
each locking member to the first locking position. It should
be appreciated that any other alternative means of bias-
ing the locking member to the first locking position may
be employed.
[0154] When the mounting region 12 of a weight plate
2 is slid into the slot 8, the mounting region 12 pushes
against the locking members 10 so that the locking mem-
bers 10 pivot, against their bias, about the pivots 11. As
they are pivoted against their bias they retract inside their
respective arms 6 and 7 so that the mounting region 12
may be received deeper inside the slot 8. Once the
mounting region 12 has been pushed beyond a pair of
locking members 10, they will be biased back into their
first locked position and therefore the weight plate is cap-
tured and prevent the removal of the mounting region 12
of the weight plate 2 from the slot 8.
[0155] As is evident from Figure 8, a first weight plate
2 would have to be pushed beyond three pairs of locking
members 10 in order to be positioned at the deepest po-
sition inside the slot 8 of the docking assembly 3. A sec-
ond weight plate would have to be pushed beyond two
pairs of locking members 10 in order to be positioned
adjacent to the first weight plate. A third weight plate 2

would have to be pushed beyond only one pair of locking
members to be positioned adjacent to the second weight
plate. In this way, it is possible to locate up to three weight
plates 2 inside the slot 8 of the docking assembly 3. It
should be appreciated that the docking assembly 3 may
have a deeper slot and include further pairs of locking
members 10 to enable receipt of more than three weight
plates 2. Likewise, the slot may be shallower, and include
fewer pairs of locking members to enable receipt of less
than three weight plates 2.
[0156] The locking members 10 are preferably posi-
tioned in a relationship with cam sockets 22. The cam
sockets 22 provide apertures 23 through which pivots 11
of the locking members 10 are pivotally coupled. Cam
socket pads 24 are also provided as part of the assembly.
The assembly also includes a bumper 25, preferably
made from a rigid plastic material. The bumper 25 pro-
vides some impact resistance for the docking assembly.
As shown in Figures 10 and 11 screws are provided to
secure the assemblies together.
[0157] Once the mounting region 12 of the weight
plate(s) is held captive by the locking members inside
the slot 8, they can only be removed by pivoting the lock-
ing member 10 to the second unlocked position. The lock-
ing members 10 can then be moved to the second un-
locking position by manipulation of an actuator 14. An
actuator 14 is provided to be moveable in a linear direc-
tion with respect to the outer housing 15 and the inner
housing 16 of the upper and lower arm members 6 and
7. The actuator 14 is coupled to a release catch 17 than
can be manipulated by a user of the weight training device
1 in order to effect linear movement of the actuator 14.
As shown on Figure 11, the actuator 14 of the upper arm
6 is preferably coupled to the actuator 14 of the lower
arm 7 so that they can move in unison. Coupling of the
actuators 14 may be achieved by connecting portions 18
engaging one another.
[0158] The release catch 17 coupled to each actuator
14 can be pulled back to effect linear movement of the
actuator 14. A spring 19 biases the release catch 17 and
the actuator 14 towards the docking assembly housing,
to the locked position as shown on Figures 7 and 8. Pull-
ing the release catch 17 moves the actuator against the
bias of the spring 19.
[0159] The actuator 14 has a translating cam profile
20 corresponding with each locking member 10. The
translating cam profile 20 (see Figure 10) engages with
a follower 21 located on each locking member 10. The
relationship between the cam profile 20 and the follower
21 is such that linear movement of the actuator 14 causes
the locking member 10 to pivot about pivot 11 as the
follower 21 is moved by the translating cam profile 20.
Therefore when the release catch 17 is pulled in a direc-
tion away from the docking assembly housing, the fol-
lowers 21 are affected by the cam profile of the actuator
14 to cause the locking members to pivot and retract
within the housing of the docking assembly 3. This allows
for any mounting region 12 of a weight plate 2 to be re-
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leased from the slot 8 of the docking assembly 3. This is
the process for unlocking weight plates that were located
on the weight training device 1. In use, a user may pull
the release catch 17 and slide out the weight plates 2 or
"tip" the weight plates out of the docking assembly 3.
[0160] Figures 12 to 14 show a docking assembly 3 in
the locked position. In this position, the locking members
10 would lock the mounting region 12 of a weight plate
to the docking assembly 3.
[0161] Figures 15 to 17 show a docking assembly 3 in
the unlocked position. By sliding the release catch 17 in
the direction of arrow ’A’ the locking members 10 are
retracted inside the docking assembly housing to clear
the slot 8 and allow the mounting region 12 of a weight
plate to be removed.
[0162] Figure 36 shows another preferred embodiment
of a weight training device 50. As with the embodiment
described above, this weight training device has a dock-
ing assembly 51, 52 attached to either end of the bar 53.
Each of the docking assemblies 51, 52 is similar to that
described above in that the locking members are con-
structed and work in the same way. However, the bifur-
cated arms differ in that instead of separate inner hous-
ings 16 (see Figure 10) fixed together for each docking
assembly, the inner housing 54, 59 in the embodiment
of Figure 36 of the upper and lower arm members is a
single bifurcated housing. The outer housings 55, 56 are
substantially the same as described above with reference
to Figure 10.
[0163] It should be appreciated that the various com-
ponents of the docking assembly can be manufactured
from any suitable components as would be apparent to
a person skilled in the art.

Bar

[0164] An exploded view of one embodiment of the bar
assembly is shown in Figure 18. The bar 5 has end bush-
es 30 and a central bush 31 located thereon. The bushes
30 and 31 allow for the bar grip 32 to engage with the
bar 5 in a manner such that it can rotate independently
of the bar 5. This allows the bar and weight plates to
rotate relative to the user, in use. The bar grip 32 includes
grippable regions 4. The bar 5 is preferably steel. The
bar grip 32 is preferably chromed or stainless steel. The
bushes 30 and 31 are preferably acetal. It should be ap-
preciated that these components may be manufactured
from any other suitable materials.
[0165] Figures 19 to 21 show the bar assembled. Fig-
ure 21 in particular shows the construction of the bar and
shows the bushes 30 and 31 which facilitate rotational
movement of the outer bar grip 32 with respect to the bar
5.
[0166] The end regions 33 of the bar 5 may engage
with the docking assembly 3 as shown in Figure 22. As
shown, the end regions 33 are sandwiched between the
upper arm 6 and the lower arm 7 of each docking assem-
bly 3. Screws 34 and nuts 35 may hold the assembly

together. The end region 33 of the bar may be splined
so that it cannot rotate relative to the docking assembly
3 when engaged thereto. Alternatively the bar may be
coupled to the docking assembly in any suitable way as
would be apparent to a person skilled in the art.
[0167] Figure 36 shows another preferred embodiment
of a bar 53 for a weight training device 50. Here the bar
53 is a single bar, not a double bar as described above
with reference to Figures 18 to 21. The bar 53 has bushes
57, 58 at each end that are fixed into sleeves 60, 61
formed on each inner housing 54, 59 of the docking as-
semblies. The bar 53 is attached the bushes 57, 58 and
the inner housings 54, 59, for example, by way of a circlip,
such that the interaction of the bushes and rod means
the docking assemblies can rotate relative to the bar 53.
This allows a certain amount of "freewheeling" of the
weight plates and docking assemblies, in use, when a
user is lifting the bar (with weight plates). This provides
ease of use during exercises utilising the weight training
device.

Weight Plates

[0168] Figure 23 shows one embodiment of a weight
plate assembly. The assembly consists of a weight plate
core 36 which is preferably cast from steel. A plastic outer
shell 37 is preferably provided over the exterior of the
core 36. It should be appreciated that any suitable ma-
terials may be used for the weight plate core and outer
shell.
[0169] A handle 38 preferably covers the core 36 to
define a mounting region 12 that bisects the weight plate.
The handle 38 is secured to the core 36 via screws 39.
The handle 38 functions as a grippable region for a user
and also as the mounting region 12, i.e. the region at
which the weight plate 2 can be mounted inside the slot
8 of the docking assembly 3. A user may also grip the
weight plate at gripping regions 40 and 41.
[0170] The weight plate 2 includes support faces 42
that preferably butt against the support faces 42 of adja-
cent weight plates to help ensure the pitch between the
weight plates is maintained when a plurality of weight
plates are located on a docking assembly 3. The support
faces 42 also butt against a portion of the docking as-
sembly housing. This is to ensure that, in the instance
where only one weight plate is located on the docking
assembly 3, it is maintained in an orientation such that
the plane of the weight plate is substantially perpendic-
ular to the elongate direction of the bar.
[0171] Figures 24 to 26 show a weight plate that may
be a 1kg weight plate for example.
[0172] Figures 27 to 29 show a weight plate that may
be a 2.5kg weight plate for example.
[0173] Figures 30 to 32 show a weight plate that may
be a 5kg weight plate for example.
[0174] Figures 33 to 35 show a weight plate that may
be a 10kg weight plate for example.
[0175] In the preferred weight training system it is pre-
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ferred that the bar and docking assemblies are provided
with a set of weights, for example a pair of each of 1kg,
2.5kg and 5kg weight plate. Optionally, the system may
be supplied with a 10kg weight plate, again, similar to
any of those described herein.
[0176] The weight plates are constructed such that
they register with each other, either as a stack for storage
for example, or in use together in correct alignment in
the docking assemblies. Figures 37 to 40 show a stack
of four weight plates. In Figure 40, the cross sectional
view of the stacked weight plates shows how each weight
plate has support faces 66, 67, 68, 69 that abut one an-
other. Furthermore, each of the three smaller weights
has edges 70, 71, 72, 73 with flared portions 74 that reg-
ister in a recessed area 75 in the immediately adjacent
larger weight. In this manner the registering and correct
stacking of weight plates is enabled.
[0177] Figures 41 to 44 show a second embodiment
of a 1 kg weight plate of the present invention. The weight
plate 76 is substantially square in shape with curved edg-
es 78. The weight plate has a core, preferably cast from
steel. However, other appropriate materials may be used.
An outer plastics covering is overmoulded about the
weight plate. The outer covering may be comprised of a
silicone rubber, similar elastomer or other appropriate
material. The weight plate 76 has support faces 79 that
are raised areas that in use butt against the support faces
of adjacent weight plates to help ensure the pitch be-
tween the weight plates is maintained when a plurality of
weight plates are located on a docking assembly. The
weight plate 76 has a handle 80 bisecting the weight
plate. The handle 80 has a plastics over mould that pro-
vides a grippable region for a user and also a mounting
region to which the weight plate may be mounted into a
docking assembly as herein described.
[0178] The weight plate 76 has outer gripping regions
81, 82. These regions are scalloped areas in the weight
that form external diametrically opposed handles that a
user may grip with one hand or use both hands to grip
each of the opposed handles to pick up the weight. Also,
the scalloped areas allow for easier gripping and removal
of the weight plate from the docking assembly when re-
moving the weight plate from the assembly.
[0179] Figures 45 to 48 show a second embodiment
of a 2.5kg weight plate of the present invention. This
weight plate 83 is similar in shape to the 1kg weight plate
described above, that is, substantially square with curved
edges 84. This weight plate 83 similarly has a core and
plastics over mould, with a handle 85. The weight plate
83 also has support faces 86 and outer gripping regions
87 that work in the same manner as described above in
reference to the 1kg weight plate 76.
[0180] Figures 49 to 52 show a second embodiment
of a 5kg weight plate of the present invention. This weight
plate 88 is shaped as described above with reference to
Figures 41 to 44, has a handle 89, support faces 90 and
outer gripping regions 91.
[0181] Figures 53 to 56 show a second embodiment

of a 10kg weight plate of the present invention. This
weight plate 92 is shaped as described above with ref-
erence to Figures 41 to 44, has a handle 93, support
faces 94 and outer gripping regions 95.
[0182] For each of the weight plates immediately de-
scribed above, as the weight of the plate increases the
shallower the scalloped region becomes. In any event,
these scalloped regions allow a user as alternative grip
to the "inner" handle (mounting region), and enable a two
handed grip, where each of the opposed outer handles
is gripped by one each of the user’s hands. Thus the user
can use each of the weight plates as a dumbbell type
weight, or with a two handed grip, or for use with the bar
and docking assemblies for use in barbell type exercises.
[0183] Furthermore, a user can pick up more than one
plate rested with another and hold at the same time. As
an example, the 1kg and 2.5kg are of such size to allow
a user to easily pick up both weights by wrapping the
fingers of one hand around both handle. The weights can
simultaneously be used in dumbbell type exercises.
[0184] In further preferred embodiments the weight
plates have weight distributions such that it biases the
weight of the plate about the bar, in use, to one position.
It has been found that when weight plates are non circular
(such as is the case with the preferred weight plates
shown in Figures 24 to 35 and 41 to 56 of the present
invention) and used on a bar, when a user places the bar
and weights on the ground, as the docking assemblies
and weights are capable of rotation, the weights can end
up at a resting position that skews the bar. For example,
one weight plate could rotate one way and the other the
opposite way meaning the bar is skewed out of a hori-
zontal position. When the weights have a weight distri-
bution that causes them to be biased to move into a po-
sition, this enables the bar to rest horizontally and skew-
ing is avoided. It is preferred that in use, the weight dis-
tribution on each weight plate causes the weight to return
to a rotational position where a straight side (for example,
see side 105, of which there are four, in Figure 41) is
parallel to the floor. The weight plate might have its weight
distributed more so at the perimeter to achieve this. How-
ever, other possible embodiments where the weight is
distributed at different areas over the weight plate may
be used.
[0185] In other forms each weight plate may be a mul-
tifaceted perimeter shape, preferably polygonal.
[0186] Furthermore, a set a weight plates may be pro-
vided where each weight plate is of a different plan shape.
[0187] Figures 57 and 58 show an assembled weight
training device 96 with docking assemblies 97, 98 at each
end of a bar 99, where three weights, for example, 10kg
100, 5kg 101 and 2.5kg 102 are loaded on the docking
assemblies 97, 98 in a vertically stacked manner.
[0188] Figure 59 shows an alternative embodiment of
a docking assembly that may be used with the weight
training system of the present invention. Only one dock-
ing assembly 110 is shown. The docking assembly has
upper and lower arms 111, 112, forming a slot 114 ca-
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pable of receiving at least one weight plate. On the arms
111, 112 are locking members 113 that are pivotable
about pivots 115. These locking members work in a sim-
ilar manner as is described above, in that when a mount-
ing region (inner handle) of a weight plate is slid into the
slot 114, the handle pushes against the locking members
113, so that the locking members 113 pivot, against their
bias, about the pivots 115.
[0189] Figure 60 shows yet another embodiment of an
alternative docking assembly 120. Here the docking as-
sembly 121 has upper and lower arms 122, 123 and a
slot 124 is formed between. However, the entrance 125
to the slot is not horizontal as with the other embodiments
described, but vertical. The docking assembly 121 may
have locking members 126 similar to the ones described
above with reference to Figures 2 to 6. In use, a weight
plate 130 as shown in Figure 61, in the shape of a capital
A, for example, would have to be used with the docking
assembly 120.
[0190] Figure 62 shows the docking assembly of Fig-
ure 60 in use with two weight plates having been slid onto
the docking assembly. As can be seen the handle 131
of the weight plates is slid into that slot 124 in the direction
of arrow Z.
[0191] Any of the weight plates are herein described
may be manufactured in different colours and have
branding located thereon, as desired.
[0192] The present invention may be used for fitness
classes such as the BODY PUMP® class developed and
licensed by Les Mills International Limited. The ability to
quickly attach and detach weight plates to the bar means
that the present invention lends itself to fitness classes
where the weights are being changed often. The present
invention also lends itself to use in any other gym or ex-
ercise regime due to the ease with which weights can be
attached and detached.
[0193] Where in the foregoing description reference
has been made to elements or integers having known
equivalents, then such equivalents are included as if they
were individually set forth.
[0194] Although the invention has been described by
way of example and with reference to particular embod-
iments, it is to be understood that modifications and/or
improvements may be made without departing from the
scope of the claims.

Claims

1. Exercise equipment (1) comprising:

a grippable handle (4) at which said exercise
equipment (1) can be lifted by a user,
a docking assembly (3) connected to the grip-
pable handle (4),
the docking assembly defining a slot (8) in which
at least one weight plate (2) can be removably
mounted and having at least one locking mem-

ber (10) to lock the at least one weight plate to
the docking assembly (3) once received at the
slot (8), said slot (8) being defined by opposed
arms (6,7) at opposed sides of the slot (8),
and characterised in that said at least one lock-
ing member (10) is able to move relative to said
opposed arms (6,7) between a first locking po-
sition, toward which it is biased, and a second
unlocked position,
and wherein as the weight plate is received by
the slot (8) it pushes against the bias of said
locking member (10) to move the locking mem-
ber (10) to the unlocked position momentarily
until the weight plate is slid deeper into the slot
(8) and past the locking member (10), where the
locking member (10) returns under bias to its
locking position.

2. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 1 further
comprising an elongate bar (5) that defines the grip-
pable handle (4).

3. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 2 wherein
one docking assembly (3) is engaged with the bar
(5) at each end of the bar (5).

4. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 2 wherein
one docking assembly (3) is engaged with the bar
(5) at each end of the bar (5) in a manner to allow
the at least one weight plate to rotate relative to said
bar (5).

5. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 1 wherein
the exercise equipment (1) also comprises at least
one weight plate (2).

6. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 5 wherein
said at least one weight plate (2) includes a mounting
region (12) by which said weight plate (2) is capable
of being mounted to the docking assembly (3).

7. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 6 wherein
the mounting region (12) of said at least one weight
plate (2) is received in the slot (8) of the docking
assembly (3).

8. Exercise equipment (1) according to claims 6 or 7
wherein the slot (8) is dimensioned to receive said
weight plate (2) at its mounting region (12) in a sliding
manner.

9. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 6 to 8 wherein the mounting region (12) of the
weight plate (2) is defined by a handle that extends
in a direction that substantially bisects the weight
plate (2).

10. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
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claims 1 to 9 wherein the docking assembly (3) de-
fines bearing surfaces at the slot (8) that are at least
in part complementary in shape to at least part of the
mounting region (12) of the weight plate (2) to allow
a snug receipt of the weight plate (2) at the slot (8)
of the docking assembly (3).

11. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 1 to 10 wherein the at least one locking mem-
ber extends partially into the slot (8) from at least
one of the opposed arms.

12. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 11 where-
in both opposed arms of the docking assembly (3)
carry a plurality of locking members.

13. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 11 where-
in both arms of the docking assembly (3) each carry
three locking members to define three opposed pairs
of locking members, each pair cooperating, in use,
to lock a mounting region (12) of a weight plate (2)
to the docking assembly (3).

14. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 11 to 13 wherein at least one locking member
can move between the first locking position wherein
said at least one locking member extends at least
partially into the slot (8) and the second unlocked
position wherein the at least one locking member is
at least partially retracted into a respective arm of
said opposed arms.

15. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 1 wherein
said at least one locking member (10) is pivotally
mounted to rotate about a pivot axis relative to said
slot (8) such that each locking member (10) can pivot
between a first weight plate (2) locking position hold-
ing said weight plate (2) to said docking member (3)
and the second weight plate (2) unlocked position
allowing said weight plate (2) to be removed from
the docking member (3).

16. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 1 to 15 wherein a plurality of weight plates (2)
can be sequentially received at the slot (8) of the
docking assembly (3), each weight plate (2) being
locked in place by a pair of locking members.

17. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 1 wherein
the at least one locking member (10) is moveable or
freed to be able to move by manipulation of an ac-
tuator (14).

18. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 17 where-
in the actuator (14) has a translating cam profile (20)
corresponding with the or each locking member (10),
the translating cam profile (20) bearing against a fol-
lower (21) of the locking member (10) such that linear

movement of the actuator (14) causes the locking
member (10) to pivot about its pivot axis as the fol-
lower (21) is moved by the translating cam profile
(20).

19. Exercise equipment (1) according to claims 17or 18
wherein the actuator (14) is moved by a release catch
(17), the catch able to be pulled away from the dock-
ing assembly (3) to thereby retract or allow retraction
of the locking members (10).

20. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 19 where-
in the release catch (17) is biased for movement to-
ward the docking assembly (3).

21. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 1 to 20 wherein a plurality of weight plates (2)
are able to be held by the docking assembly (3) in a
contiguous manner.

22. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 6 to 21 wherein each weight plate (2) has at
least one support face (42) on each of its sides, each
support face (42) positioned to butt against the sup-
port face (42) of like, adjacent weight plates (2) to
maintain the pitch of the weight plates (2) when a
plurality of weight plates (2) are positioned adjacent
one another at the docking assembly (3).

23. Exercise equipment (1) according to any one of
claims 6 to 22 wherein each weight plate (2) has at
least one outer gripping region (81).

24. Exercise equipment (1) according to claim 23 where-
in said at least one outer gripping region (81) com-
prises two diametrically opposed openings in each
weight plate (2) that define handles with and at the
perimeter of the weight plate (2) for gripping by a
user in use.

Patentansprüche

1. Übungseinrichtung (1), Folgendes beinhaltend:

einen greifbaren Handgriff (4), an welchem die
Übungsreinrichtung (1) durch einen Benutzer
angehoben werden kann,
eine Dockanordnung (3), welche mit dem greif-
baren Handgriff (4) verbunden ist,
wobei die Dockanordnung einen Schlitz (8) de-
finiert, in welchem mindestens eine Gewichts-
platte (2) abnehmbar montiert werden kann und
mindestens ein Verriegelungsglied (10) besitzt,
um die mindestens eine Gewichtsplatte an der
Dockanordnung (3) zu verriegeln, sobald diese
am Schlitz (8) aufgenommen wurde, und der
Schlitz (8) durch einander gegenüberliegende
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Arme (6,7) an einander gegenüberliegenden
Seiten des Schlitzes (8) definiert wird,
und dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das min-
destens eine Verriegelungsglied (10) in der La-
ge ist, sich in Bezug auf die einander gegenü-
berliegenden Arme (6, 7) zwischen einer ersten
Verriegelungsposition, in deren Richtung es vor-
gespannt ist, und einer zweiten, unverriegelten
Position, zu bewegen,
und wobei, wenn die Gewichtsplatte im Schlitz
(8) aufgenommen ist, sie gegen die Vorspan-
nung des Verriegelungsgliedes (10) schiebt, um
das Verriegelungsglied (10) zeitweilig in die un-
verriegelte Position zu bewegen, bis die Ge-
wichtsplatte tiefer in den Schlitz (8) gleitet und
über das Verriegelungsglied (10) hinaus, wo das
Verriegelungsglied (10) unter Vorspannung in
seine Verriegelungsposition zurückkehrt.

2. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, zudem be-
inhaltend eine verlängerte Stange (5), welche den
greifbaren Handgriff (4) definiert.

3. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 2, bei welcher
eine Dockanordnung (3) mit der Stange (5) an bei-
den Enden der Stange (5) in Eingriff ist.

4. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 2, bei welcher
eine Dockanordnung (3) mit der Stange (5) an bei-
den Enden der Stange (5) in Eingriff ist in der Weise,
dass es der mindestens einen Gewichtsplatte mög-
lich ist, in Bezug auf die Stange (5) zu drehen.

5. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, bei welcher
die Übungseinrichtung (1) zudem mindestens eine
Gewichtsplatte (2) beinhaltet.

6. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 5, bei welcher
die mindestens eine Gewichtsplatte (2) einen Mon-
tagebereich (12) enthält, durch welchen die Ge-
wichtsplatte (2) in der Lage ist, an der Dockanord-
nung (3) montiert zu werden.

7. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 6, bei welcher
der Montagebereich (12) der mindestens einen Ge-
wichtsplatte (2) im Schlitz (8) der Dockanordnung
(3) aufgenommen wird.

8. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, bei
welcher der Schlitz (8) ausgelegt ist, um die Ge-
wichtsplatte (2) an ihrem Montagebereich (12) in
gleitender Weise aufzunehmen.

9. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 8, bei welcher der Montagebereich (12) der Ge-
wichtsplatte (2) durch einen Handgriff definiert wird,
der sich in eine Richtung erstreckt, welche im We-
sentlichen die Gewichtsplatte (2) zweiteilt.

10. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 9, bei welcher die Dockanordnung (3) Lagerflä-
chen am Schlitz (8) definiert, welche mindestens teil-
weise komplementär zur Form von mindestens ei-
nem Teil des Montagebereichs (12) der Gewichts-
platte (2) sind, um eine anliegende Aufnahme der
Gewichtsplatte (2) am Schlitz (8) der Dockanord-
nung (3) zu ermöglichen.

11. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 10, bei welcher das mindestens eine Verriege-
lungsglied sich teilweise in den Schlitz (8) von min-
destens einem der einander gegenüberliegenden
Armen erstreckt.

12. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 11, bei wel-
cher beide einander gegenüberliegenden Arme der
Dockanordnung (3) eine Vielzahl von Verriegelungs-
gliedern tragen.

13. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 11, bei wel-
cher beide Arme der Dockanordnung (3) jeweils drei
Verriegelungsglieder tragen, um drei einander ge-
genüberliegende Paare von Verriegelungsgliedern
zu definieren, wobei jedes der Paare im Gebrauch
kooperiert, um einen Montagebereich (12) einer Ge-
wichtsplatte (2) an der Dockanordnung (3) zu ver-
riegeln.

14. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche
11 bis 13, bei welcher mindestens ein Verriegelungs-
glied sich zwischen der ersten Verriegelungspositi-
on, in welcher das mindestens eine Verriegelungs-
glied sich mindestens teilweise in den Schlitz (8) er-
streckt, und der zweiten, unverriegelten Position be-
wegen kann, in welcher das mindestens eine Ver-
riegelungsglied mindestens teilweise in einen jewei-
ligen Arm der einander gegenüberliegenden Arme
eingezogen ist.

15. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, bei welcher
das mindestens eine Verriegelungsglied (10)
schwenkbar montiert ist, um sich um eine Schwenk-
achse in Bezug auf den Schlitz (8) zu drehen in der
Weise, dass jedes Verriegelungsglied (10) zwischen
einer ersten Verriegelungsposition der Gewichts-
platte (2), welche die Gewichtsplatte (2) an dem
Dockglied (3) hält, und der zweiten, unverriegelten
Position der Gewichtsplatte (2) schwenkt, welche es
der Gewichtsplatte (2) ermöglicht, vom Dockglied (3)
entfernt zu werden.

16. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 15, bei welcher eine Vielzahl von Gewichtsplatten
(2) sequenziell am Schlitz (8) der Dockanordnung
(3) aufgenommen werden kann, wobei jede Ge-
wichtsplatte (2) durch ein Paar von Verriegelungs-
gliedern verriegelt wird.
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17. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, bei welcher
das mindestens eine Verriegelungsglied (10) be-
weglich oder befreit ist, und so in der Lage ist, sich
bei Betätigung eines Stellgliedes (14) zu bewegen.

18. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 17, bei wel-
cher das Stellglied (14) ein Übertragungsnockenpro-
fil (20) besitzt, welches dem oder einem jeden der
Verriegelungsglied(er) (10) entspricht, wobei das
Übertragungsnockenprofil (20) auf einem Folger
(21) des Verriegelungsgliedes (10) in der Weise las-
tet, dass lineare Bewegung des Stellgliedes (14) das
Verriegelungsglied (10) veranlasst, um seine
Schwenkachse zu schwenken, wenn der Folger (21)
durch das Übertragungsnockenprofil (20) bewegt
wird.

19. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 17 oder 18,
bei welcher das Stellglied (14) durch einen Löse-
schnapper (17) bewegt wird, wobei der Schnapper
in der Lage ist, von der Dockanordnung (3) weg ge-
zogen zu werden, um hierdurch die Verriegelungs-
glieder (10) einzuziehen oder ihre Einziehung zu er-
möglichen.

20. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 19, bei wel-
cher der Löseschnapper (17) zur Bewegung in Rich-
tung der Dockanordnung (3) vorgespannt ist.

21. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 20, bei welcher eine Vielzahl von Gewichtsplatten
(2) in der Lage ist, durch die Dockanordnung (3) in
zusammenhängender Weise gehalten zu werden.

22. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 21, bei welcher jede Gewichtsplatte (2) mindes-
tens eine Stützseite (42) auf jeder ihrer Seiten be-
sitzt, wobei jede Stützseite (42) positioniert ist, um
an die Stützseite (42) ähnlicher, angrenzender Ge-
wichtsplatten (2) anzustoßen, um die Neigung der
Gewichtspatten (2) zu halten, wenn eine Vielzahl von
Gewichtsplatten (2) aneinander angrenzend an der
Dockanordnung (3) positioniert ist.

23. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 22, bei welcher jede Gewichtsplatte (2) mindes-
tens einen äußeren Greifbereich (81) besitzt.

24. Übungseinrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 23, bei wel-
cher der mindestens eine äußere Greifbereich (81)
zwei diametral entgegengesetzte Öffnungen in jeder
Gewichtsplatte (2) besitzt, die Handgriffe mit und am
Umfang der Gewichtsplatte (2) zum Greifen durch
einen Benutzer im Gebrauch definieren.

Revendications

1. Equipement d’exercice (1), comprenant :

une poignée de préhension (4) au niveau de la-
quelle ledit équipement d’exercice (1) peut être
soulevé par un utilisateur ;
un ensemble d’ancrage (3) connecté à la poi-
gnée de préhension (4) ;
l’ensemble d’ancrage définissant une fente (8)
dans laquelle au moins une plaque de poids (2)
peut être montée de manière amovible, et com-
portant au moins un élément de verrouillage (10)
pour verrouiller la au moins une plaque de poids
sur l’ensemble d’ancrage (3) après sa réception
au niveau de la fente (8), ladite fente (8) étant
définie par des bras opposés (6, 7) au niveau
des côtés opposés de la fente (8) ;
et caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un élé-
ment de verrouillage (10) peut se déplacer par
rapport aux dits bras opposés (6, 7) entre une
première position de verrouillage vers laquelle
il est sollicité, et une deuxième position
déverrouillée ;
et dans lequel, lors de la réception de la plaque
de poids dans la fente (8), elle exerce une pous-
sée contre la sollicitation dudit élément de ver-
rouillage (10) pour déplacer l’élément de ver-
rouillage (10) momentanément vers la position
déverrouillée, jusqu’à ce que la plaque de poids
glisse plus profondément dans la fente (8), au-
delà de l’élément de verrouillage (10), où l’élé-
ment de verrouillage (10) retourne sous la sol-
licitation vers sa position de verrouillage.

2. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre une barre allongée (5) définis-
sant la poignée de préhension (4).

3. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel un ensemble d’ancrage (3) est engagé
dans la barre (5) au niveau de chaque extrémité de
la barre (5).

4. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel un ensemble d’ancrage (3) est engagé
dans la barre (5) au niveau de chaque extrémité de
la barre (5), d’une manière permettant la rotation de
la au moins une plaque de poids par rapport à ladite
barre (5).

5. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel l’équipement d’exercice (1) comprend
en outre au moins une plaque de poids (2).

6. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel ladite au moins une plaque de poids (2)
inclut une région de montage (12) par l’intermédiaire
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de laquelle ladite plaque de poids (2) peut être mon-
tée sur l’ensemble d’ancrage.

7. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel la région de montage (12) de ladite au
moins une plaque de poids (2) est reçue dans la
fente (8) de l’ensemble d’ancrage (3).

8. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon les revendications
6 ou 7, dans lequel la fente (8) est dimensionnée de
sorte à recevoir ladite plaque de poids (2) au niveau
de sa région de montage (12) de manière coulissan-
te.

9. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 8, dans lequel la région de
montage (12) de la plaque de poids (2) est définie
par une poignée s’étendant dans une direction divi-
sant sensiblement la plaque de poids (2).

10. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel l’ensemble
d’ancrage (3) définit des surfaces d’appui au niveau
de la fente (8), ayant au moins en partie une forme
complémentaire d’au moins une partie de la région
de montage (12) de la plaque de poids (2), pour per-
mettre une réception serrée de la plaque de poids
(2) au niveau de la fente (8) de l’ensemble d’ancrage
(3).

11. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel le au moins
un élément de verrouillage s’étend partiellement
dans la fente (8) à partir d’au moins un des bras
opposés.

12. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 11,
dans lequel les deux bras opposés de l’ensemble
d’ancrage (3) supportent plusieurs éléments de ver-
rouillage.

13. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 11,
dans lequel les deux bras de l’ensemble d’ancrage
(3) supportent chacun trois éléments de verrouillage,
pour définir trois paires opposées d’éléments de ver-
rouillage, chaque paire coopérant en service pour
verrouiller une région de montage (12) d’une plaque
de poids (2) sur l’ensemble d’ancrage (3).

14. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 11 à 13, dans lequel au moins
un élément de verrouillage peut se déplacer entre la
première position de verrouillage, dans laquelle ledit
au moins un élément de verrouillage s’étend au
moins partiellement dans la fente (8), et la deuxième
position déverrouillée, dans laquelle le au moins un
élément de verrouillage est au moins partiellement
rétracté dans un bras respectif desdits bras opposés.

15. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel ledit au moins un élément de verrouillage
(10) est monté de manière pivotante afin de tourner
autour d’un axe de pivotement par rapport à ladite
fente (8), de sorte que chaque élément de verrouilla-
ge (10) peut pivoter entre une première position de
verrouillage de la plaque de poids (2), retenant ladite
plaque de poids (2) sur ledit élément d’ancrage (3),
et la deuxième position déverrouillée de la plaque
de poids (2), permettant le retrait de ladite plaque de
poids (2) de l’élément d’ancrage (3).

16. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 15, dans lequel plusieurs pla-
ques de poids (2) peuvent être reçues de manière
séquentielle au niveau de la fente (8) de l’ensemble
d’ancrage (3), chaque plaque de poids (2) étant ver-
rouillée dans sa position par une paire d’éléments
de verrouillage.

17. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le au moins un élément de verrouillage
(10) peut se déplacer ou est libéré en vue de se
déplacer par l’intermédiaire d’une manipulation d’un
actionneur (14).

18. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 17,
dans lequel l’actionneur (14) a un profil de came à
translation (20) correspondant au ou à chaque élé-
ment de verrouillage (10), le profil de came à trans-
lation (20) s’appuyant contre un suiveur (21) de l’élé-
ment de verrouillage (10), de sorte qu’un déplace-
ment linéaire de l’actionneur (14) entraîne le pivote-
ment de l’élément de verrouillage (10) autour de son
axe de pivotement lors du déplacement du suiveur
(21) par le profil de came à translation (20).

19. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon les revendications
17 ou 18, dans lequel l’actionneur (14) est déplacé
par un loquet de libération (17), le loquet pouvant
être tiré à l’écart de l’ensemble d’ancrage (3) pour
rétracter ainsi les éléments de verrouillage (10) ou
pour permettre la rétraction de ceux-ci.

20. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 19,
dans lequel le loquet de libération (17) est sollicité
en vue d’un déplacement en direction de l’ensemble
d’ancrage (3).

21. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 20, dans lequel plusieurs pla-
ques de poids (2) peuvent être retenues par l’en-
semble d’ancrage (3) de manière contiguë.

22. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 21, dans lequel chaque pla-
que de poids (2) comporte au moins une face de
support (42) sur chacun de ses côtés, chaque face
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de support (42) étant positionnée de manière à buter
contre la face de support (42) de plaques de support
similaires adjacentes (2), pour maintenir le pas des
plaques de poids (2) lorsque plusieurs plaques de
poids (2) sont positionnées de manière adjacente
les unes aux autres au niveau de l’ensemble d’an-
crage (3).

23. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 22, dans lequel chaque pla-
que de poids (2) comporte au moins une région de
préhension externe (81).

24. Equipement d’exercice (1) selon la revendication 23,
dans lequel ladite au moins une région de préhen-
sion externe (81) comprend deux ouvertures diamé-
tralement opposées dans chaque plaque de poids
(2) définissant des poignées avec et sur le périmètre
de la plaque de poids (2) en vue d’une saisie par un
utilisateur en service.
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